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Abstract: Can we educate decision-makers to make better decisions? In the present paper, I argue that we can in at least two broad ways: (1) teaching concrete knowledge about a specific decision or decision type; and (2) teaching more abstract decision-making competencies that are thought to lead to better decisions. Teaching knowledge can be done using decision aids and similar techniques that provide important information about a specific choice (e.g. a medical treatment option). In these cases, information presented using evidence-based techniques to improve comprehension and use of information will have greater effects on judgements and choices. Teaching more abstract decision competencies, on the other hand, involves formal schooling (with the bulk of formal education falling during childhood) or training in a specific competency that is important to decision processes and outcomes; I use numeracy interventions as an exemplar.
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“Knowledge is power. Information is liberating. Education is the premise of progress, in every society, in every family.” (Kofi Annan, 1997)

Recent policy trends have focused on tapping into the potential power of the informed consumer to make decisions that control costs and improve individual and societal outcomes. As a result, data are increasingly available to the public in medicine, finances, the environment and elsewhere. In medicine, for example, informed decision making (defined as a process in which patients receive sufficient information about risks, benefits, limitations, alternatives and uncertainties in order to make a value-concordant decision and participate in decision making at a desired level; Braddock et al., 1997, 1999) allows patients to take charge of their health by making good choices about consumer-directed health plans, surgical and other treatment risks and evidence-based medicine. Research in fact demonstrates that these activated patients have better health outcomes and lower costs (Ward et al., 2003; Greene & Hibbard, 2012; Greene et al., 2015). Patient engagement in medical decisions
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is critical because, in the end, it is the patient who has to take the medication once prescribed, who has to show up ready for surgery once it has been scheduled and who has to make lifestyle changes to eating, exercise and smoking once recommended. Patients, however, do not always follow medical advice on prescription medications; about 20–30% are never filled, and about half of ongoing chronic disease medications are not taken as prescribed (Osterberg & Blaschke, 2005; Bosworth et al., 2006; Bosworth, 2012; Zullig et al., 2014). And of course, it is well known that large proportions of people do not follow eating, exercise and smoking advice (Wilfley & Brownell, 1994; Brownell & Cohen, 1995; Abraham et al., 2000). This non-adherence is costly in terms of increased healthcare utilisation and poorer outcomes. These are all good reasons to promote better informed and more activated patients. Similarly, in financial domains, consumers must protect themselves against payday loans and phishing schemes and prepare for their future through retirement savings. In environmental domains, public stakeholders are involved in protecting and ensuring appropriate uses of public goods such as parks, water, clean air and climate.

A problem exists, however, in that not all individuals understand presented information either because the information is not presented in a comprehensible format and/or because the consumer’s skills to make decisions in the domain are lower than preferred. In the present paper, I examine two broad ways of educating consumers in order to encourage better choices. An analogy exists with running hurdles on a track (hurdling is the act of running and jumping over an obstacle at speed). Hurdling is difficult, but it can be made easier in either of two ways: you can make the hurdles shorter or you can make the runner stronger. Either method will lead to greater success. The same thing is true of educating decisions: you can make the information easier to comprehend and use or you can improve the individual’s decision-making competencies.

In the first part of the present paper, I consider knowledge-based educational interventions in decision making (e.g. decision aids), which promote deeper knowledge and/or make critical information more salient. These interventions are often used in medicine and elsewhere in order to promote informed decision making. When individuals access, understand and use this information, they can increase control over their experiences and outcomes. However, the data are often confusing and overwhelming for lay people; therefore, I briefly review evidence-based strategies for how to present information in order to facilitate informed decision making. When information is presented strategically, decision makers can understand it better, use it more and make more informed and value-concordant choices. Then, the second part of this paper questions whether knowledge is adequate on its own. Educating good decisions
may also require the identification and teaching of competencies that are critical to effective decision making. In particular, I consider evidence for formal schooling (years of education) and specific numeracy training as long-term foundations for good decision making.

Decision aids and other educational efforts to increase knowledge

To improve decisions across a multitude of domains, researchers and policy makers have often considered short-term educational interventions in order to increase knowledge and improve particular decisions. For example, educational efforts have aimed to teach older adults how to prevent falls (Chang et al., 2004) and improve nutrition (Sahyoun et al., 2004). The medical decision-making literature abounds with decision aids intended to improve knowledge in areas as diverse as prostate and colon cancer screening, hormone-replacement therapy, male new-born circumcision and rheumatoid arthritis (e.g. O’Connor et al., 2003; Fraenkel et al., 2012, 2015). Schroy et al. (2011), for example, developed a decision aid for colorectal cancer screening guided by constructs of the Ottawa Decision Support Framework (O’Connor et al., 1998, 1999). Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related death in the USA and the third most commonly diagnosed cancer, but 50% of eligible Americans do not get appropriate screening (Shapiro et al., 2008). The decision aid was designed with an audiovisual and touchscreen format to simplify its use for individuals with limited literacy or computer skills and was composed of a series of modules in which diverse, professional actors played roles and conveyed relevant information via onscreen video, animation and/or graphics. One module, for example, was composed of brief descriptions of five recommended screening methods, whereas another included audio and visual (i.e. traffic light graphic) comparisons of each screening method with respect to individual test features (e.g. test accuracy, inconvenience and possible complications). The comparisons were intended to allow patients to more easily understand the differences between screening options (e.g. for test accuracy). We also explicitly included a no-screening option to educate patients on the difference in risk between getting versus not getting screened (regardless of what screening method they chose). With exposure to the decision aid compared to no exposure, knowledge, satisfaction with choice and intentions to get screened were all higher. In other words, informing choices helped. Indeed, exposure to decision aids generally increases knowledge and decreases decisional conflict in medical choices (O’Connor et al., 2003).

Policy makers, however, need to be aware that how options and information are presented matters to consumer comprehension and use of that information.
Providing the right facts is not enough; information providers also need to provide those facts in a comprehensible and easy-to-evaluate manner so that complex content can be understood and used by decision makers. In particular, five evidence-based communication strategies have been shown to facilitate the comprehension and use of appropriate information (see Table 1 and, for a more detailed explanation, Peters et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Five recommendations to facilitate communication.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Carefully identify communication goals (e.g. what should the individual get out of the communication?) and plan to select evidence-based techniques so that these goals are met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Include numeric information (as opposed to not providing it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Reduce cognitive effort so that information can be understood and used by individuals across a range of literacy and numeracy skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Help the individual understand the affective meaning of information, particularly when it is unfamiliar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Draw attention to important information that evidence suggests is otherwise ignored</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graphic warning labels increase knowledge

The use of graphic warning labels on cigarette packages can be seen as an exemplar of a communication that uses many of these evidence-based practices in an attempt to combat a worldwide smoking habit. According to the US Centers for Disease Control (2016), smoking harms nearly every organ of the body, and it is the leading cause of preventable death in the USA, with more than 480,000 smoking-related deaths per year. The average smoker dies 10 years earlier than the average non-smoker. In addition, more than 16 million Americans live with smoking-related disease. This means that, for every person who dies because of smoking, at least 30 people live with a serious smoking-related illness, such as cancer, heart disease, stroke, lung disease, diabetes and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, which includes emphysema and chronic bronchitis, tuberculosis, certain eye diseases, problems of the immune system (including rheumatoid arthritis) and erectile dysfunction in males. In addition, if smoking rates do not change, 1 in 13 young Americans (aged ≤17 years) alive today are expected to die from smoking-related disease. However, quitting can have marked benefits. Adults who quit smoking at 25–34, 35–44 or 45–54 years of age are expected to gain about 10, 9 and 6 years of life, respectively, as compared to those who continue to smoke (Jha et al., 2013).

Smokers have some knowledge of these major health risks (Kenkel & Chen, 2000; Kennedy et al., 2011), but in-depth knowledge of tobacco’s health risks
is low (Smith et al., 2011). Research shows that most people can name only one to two of the many diseases caused by smoking (Weinstein et al., 2004). Little knowledge exists about the numeric likelihoods of smoking-related disease, and most adults and adolescents overestimate the likelihood that lung cancer is curable (Weinstein et al., 2005). Adolescents’ risk understanding and perceptions appear to be lower than those of adults (US Department of Health & Human Services, 1994; Kenkel & Chen, 2000; Slovic, 2001). Tobacco users also minimise personal risk and demonstrate an ‘optimistic bias’ (Weinstein, 1998; Weinstein et al., 2005; but see Viscusi, 2000; Dillard et al., 2006).

Graphic warning labels on cigarette packs are one educational intervention being used in at least 100 countries worldwide (Canadian Cancer Society, 2016). Their use takes advantage of four of the five evidence-based strategies in Table 1. First, they have identified a communication goal to increase knowledge and decrease smoking. Second, the use of graphic images to supplement more complicated text may reduce cognitive effort in understanding smoking-related disease, perhaps helping less educated populations the most (Niederdeppe et al., 2008). Third, the graphic warnings provide affective meaning to smoking-related diseases that are otherwise potentially abstract and meaningless to smokers (Peters et al., 2007; Kees et al., 2010). This affective meaning may promote a series of cognitive and behavioural responses that influence smoking knowledge, perceptions and behaviours (Peters, 2006). Finally, the graphic warnings draw more attention than text-only warnings (Strasser et al., 2012). However, until recently, graphic warnings had been studied only in surveys and small experimental studies with limited exposures to the warning labels.

In the first randomised clinical trial of smokers in a naturalistic setting, Evans et al. (2015) found that, compared to text-only warnings, placing graphic warnings on smokers’ cigarette packages each week for 4 weeks: (1) increased negative affect to smoking; (2) heightened scrutiny of smoking’s risks; (3) improved the perceived credibility of the warnings; and (4) increased label memory. The increased knowledge mediated the effects of the graphic warnings on increased risk scrutiny and perceived credibility. Additional indirect-only effects ensued on heightened risk perceptions, quit intentions and risk knowledge. Overall, emotional reactions to the warnings helped smokers to understand the risks of their habit better and encouraged them to quit. A later, larger clinical trial demonstrated that graphic warnings indeed increased quitting (Brewer et al., 2016).

These results have implications for graphic warning policy and also for how behavioural scientists can work with law makers so that research into the effectiveness of educational interventions does not get ‘lost in translation’ in the legal process (Peters et al., 2016). In the case of graphic warnings, the US
courts reasoned that graphic warnings cued emotional responses, and therefore could not be considered ‘factual’. They did not consider, however, the warnings’ multiple psychological effects on risk education. Emotional influences on cognition, although not always appreciated by law and policy makers, are deeply rooted in human evolutionary history (Blanchette et al., 2016). Behavioural scientists can work with attorneys and others in order to interpret and apply behavioural research effectively.

Formal schooling and numeracy interventions

The interventions discussed thus far assume that more knowledge leads inevitably to better decisions and outcomes. However, knowledge may not always be enough, because decision makers need to think and reason about facts, be motivated by their meaning and be able to quell short-term desires and overcome mindless habits. For example, knowing that smoking is bad and exercise is good often does not affect change. One can also know that purchasing $40 a day of lottery tickets is unlikely to yield the big winner, but hope that it might (and continue to buy tickets). As a result, in my laboratory, we have recently become interested in the role of education – formal schooling (the number of years spent in school) and more specific numeracy training with adults – and their potential effects on decision-making competencies as a back door to improving decision making. Education interventions that build adult capacity may better allow decision makers to bring knowledge to bear on decisions, think probabilistically, use heuristic processing less and consider alternative scenarios.

Formal education and improvements to health and wealth

Formal education is widely acknowledged to have ‘silver bullet’ properties on health and wealth. But why and how does education have these positive effects? To start to examine this question, we went to rural areas in sub-Saharan Africa in the eastern side of Ghana and to the highlands of Peru where the Quechua peoples live. We chose these places in order to study the decision-making and health effects of greater schooling in populations with fewer issues of selection bias and endogeneity than what we can find in more developed countries (for obvious reasons, we cannot randomly assign children to years of education). Individuals in these areas varied widely in terms of their years of formal education, but shared similar histories in terms of parental educational levels and post-schooling employment; their reasons for continuing or discontinuing schooling also appeared to be non-academic (e.g. individuals
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indicated the need to quit schooling because a family injury occurred and they were needed on the farm or in the home).

We were particularly interested in education’s potential effects on the problem of HIV/AIDS in these two countries. Numerous international non-governmental organisations, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, have developed and distributed HIV/AIDS prevention education curricula; they have tried to build knowledge, although the facts have not always been interpreted correctly. For example, during our pilot data collection in Ghana, when an unschooled, middle-aged, rural man was asked whether blood transfusions could infect him with HIV, he responded, “Yes, but not if I wear a condom.” The quotation illustrates a gap in basic understanding of and reasoning with the facts associated with HIV transmission, despite attempts to increase knowledge.

We proposed and tested a schooling-decision-making model, positing that formal education would foster intellectual abilities and, in turn, provide individuals with enduring cognitive and decision-making competencies to support better health-related behaviours (Peters et al., 2010). In a field study with 181 adults in rural Ghana, we examined health-protective behaviours related to HIV/AIDS infection, one of Ghana’s critical health issues. As expected, individuals with more years of formal education practiced more protective health behaviours (e.g. “Have you ever been tested for HIV/AIDS; used a condom; spoken with your spouse or partner about HIV/AIDS?”). More years of schooling were also correlated, as expected, with greater wealth and HIV/AIDS knowledge, as well as greater cognitive, numeracy and decision-making abilities. However, structural equation modelling analysis demonstrated that it was the education-enhanced abilities (and not HIV/AIDS knowledge or wealth) that mediated the effects of education on taking health-protective behaviours. Schooling appeared to matter, at least in part, because it built decision-making capacity.

A later study of 247 individuals living in rural areas of the Peruvian Highlands focused on objective numeracy (ability with numbers) and one HIV/AIDS-related protective behaviour: condom use (Dieckmann et al., 2015). Similar to our results from Ghana, these results again supported the schooling decision-making model, and also showed a potential unique protective effect of objective numeracy (defined as the ability to comprehend and use probabilistic and other mathematical concepts) on this health-protective behaviour, even after accounting for other measures of fluid intelligence and potential confounding factors. Schooling appears to enhance cognitive and decision-making competencies that are then brought to bear on better decisions. Identifying the causal mechanisms that underlie these effects (beyond increases to years of formal education) would help us translate this knowledge
into effective health interventions that could be used with adults. Based on Dieckmann et al.’s results, numeracy in particular may be important to taking protective action against future potential risks, perhaps through more numerate people’s ability to recall and understand the meaning of risk likelihoods better (Peters, 2012). These abilities may allow them to forecast better into the future and balance risks and benefits more appropriately.

**Numeracy interventions improve judgements and decision outcomes**

In our formal education field studies in Ghana and Peru, more schooling was associated with greater objective numeracy, which was linked with better decision-making abilities in the Ghana study and with reports of more health-protective behaviours in both studies. In developed countries, greater objective numeracy has been linked with a wide variety of better health outcomes, including superior control of stroke risk and diabetes and lower body mass index (Estrada et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2006; Cavanaugh et al., 2008; Huizinga et al., 2008; Reyna et al., 2009; Ghazal et al., 2014). More numerate individuals also do better financially by having more adequate retirement savings, avoiding predatory loans and paying credit cards in full (Banks & Oldfield, 2007; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2014; Sinayev & Peters, 2015). In addition, more objectively numerate individuals appear to use better decision processes such that, compared to the less numerate, the more numerate comprehend numbers better in decisions, use them more and use non-numeric information less. The more numerate also attend more to numeric information and derive greater affective meaning from numeric information (they report stronger positive and negative affect to numeric information, and this affective meaning appears to underlie their greater use of numbers; Peters et al., 2006; Petrova et al., 2014). Because numbers are present, implicitly or explicitly, in many of the judgements we form and decisions we make, people who are more successful at solving numeracy problems make better decisions and enjoy better outcomes, presumably as a result of their superior decision-making abilities.

Numeracy’s causal effects on decision quality had not been tested until recently, but the combination of results reviewed in the present paper suggests that training objective numeric ability in adults could improve decision competencies as well as outcomes. Numeracy may also be one of the more modifiable cognitive abilities, at least as compared to components of fluid intelligence such as working memory (Shipstead et al., 2012; Redick et al., 2013). We recently examined two methods for experimentally altering numeracy in order to test the causal effects of numeracy for improving decision making.
Approximate arithmetic practice

Dieckmann et al. (2015) found that objective numeracy in particular was associated with greater condom usage, a health behaviour that is protective against HIV/AIDS risk. Numeracy may be associated with such protective behaviours because greater numeracy is linked with superior risk understanding (Petrova et al., 2014; Sinayev & Peters, 2015). Chesney and Peters (in review) tested this relation causally by improving adult numeracy and testing whether such improvements led to greater consistency in risk perceptions. Participants were randomly assigned to practice either arithmetic or working memory problems in six sessions over a 2-week period. Arithmetic participants were asked to quickly estimate the sum of or difference between presented numeric stimuli, using symbolic numbers (i.e. Arabic numbers) or non-symbolic numeric stimuli (i.e. dot arrays). The training was dynamic, becoming more difficult when participants answered correctly and less difficult when participants answered incorrectly. Compared to the working memory training condition, both symbolic and non-symbolic approximate arithmetic practice improved objective numeracy and caused greater consistency in risk perceptions, as hypothesised (e.g. they perceived their 5-year mortality risk as greater than or equal to their 1-year risk, rather than the reverse). The benefits of non-symbolic training were similar to those of the more familiar symbolic training, but non-symbolic training yielded greater numeracy benefits among individuals who believed that they had lower numeric skills (based on subjective numeracy scores; Fagerlin et al., 2007), whereas symbolic training resulted in greater numeracy improvements among those who believed that they had higher numeric skills.

Improving numeracy through values affirmation

In Chesney and Peters (in review), we attempted to improve objective numeracy skills directly through training sessions in which participants practiced arithmetic. In a second study, we instead attempted to manipulate numeracy indirectly (Peters et al., in review). In particular, our participants were students in a psychology statistics course in which we conducted a values-affirmation intervention intended to improve subjective numeracy (beliefs in one’s numeric abilities) and, through this, enhance objective numeracy and, ultimately, decision outcomes. In prior research, taking a statistics course improved one aspect of decision making (use of the law of large numbers; Fong et al., 1986). However, taking mathematics courses, including the present statistics course, involves difficult concepts and negative feedback, which can pressure students considerably (depending on how well student learning is supported), reduce their self-efficacy and interfere with learning (Hackett & Betz, 1981; Betz & Hackett, 1983). A theoretically motivated psychological intervention
called values affirmation (Cohen et al., 2006; Miyake et al., 2010), in which people reflect on core values, can focus people on long-term goals over immediate pressures (Schmeichel & Vohs, 2009; Logel & Cohen, 2012) and increase acceptance of counter-attitudinal thoughts (Sherman & Cohen, 2006), including perhaps beliefs in numeric ability (Hall et al., 2014). Our primary hypothesis concerned the intervention’s possible snowball effects; we expected the intervention to increase subjective and objective numeracy and, through them, improve the quality of financial literacy, as well as financial and health outcomes (e.g. having a savings account or emergency fund; [not] having sex in a non-committed relationship without using a condom). Such a result would support the importance of learning abstract numeric skills. In a 9-week longitudinal study (Peters et al., in review), undergraduate students taking a psychology statistics course were randomly assigned to a control condition or a values-affirmation manipulation intended to improve numeracy. By the final week of the course, the numeracy intervention had enhanced objective numeracy, subjective numeracy and two decision-related outcomes (financial literacy and health outcomes). It also showed positive indirect-only effects on financial outcomes and a series of mathematics course-related outcomes (course grades, intentions to take more mathematics-intensive courses and later mathematics-intensive courses taken based on academic transcripts). All decision and mathematics course-related outcome effects were mediated by the changes in objective and/or subjective numeracy and demonstrated similar and robust enhancements. Consistent with our hypotheses, improvements to abstract numeric reasoning improved decision outcomes.

Conclusions

Educational interventions can focus either on increasing knowledge (e.g. through a decision aid) or improving abstract decision-related competencies (e.g. through more years of formal schooling or numeracy training). We know that we can improve informed decision making using decision aids and similar means that are focused on improving knowledge. We also know that information providers, including policy makers, will inevitably influence consumer decisions (and not just increase knowledge) through how and what they choose to present. These presentation choices can be made intuitively or in an evidence-based manner with the best interests of the decision maker in mind. The choices involve ethical considerations and, therefore, require careful attention.

We also know that educational interventions tend to work better in children and particularly in pre-schoolers, where educational policies have the biggest ‘bang for the buck’ (Heckman, 2007). However, the numeracy-training
Interventions reviewed here showed early promise in adults. They had small effects, but effects that may be long lasting. In Peters et al. (in review), an affirmation intervention conducted within a statistics course required two 10–15-minute writing exercises, and this intervention improved health outcomes and financial literacy 8 weeks later. In Chesney and Peters (in review), a more involving numeracy intervention (six sessions of 20–30 minutes each) resulted in more individuals being consistent in their risk perceptions 2 weeks after the initial training.

Other types of educational interventions exist as well. For example, Reyna et al. (2015) reviewed evidence that teaching adolescents to automatically associate particular contextual cues with appropriate actions resulted in decreased sexual risk taking and increased medication adherence. Decision making as a set of core skills may be teachable as well (Baron & Brown, 1991). Training decision making itself, either directly or indirectly (e.g. through formal schooling or numeracy training), may improve quality of life across multiple domains.

Schooling (as opposed to knowledge interventions such as decision aids) is not a low-touch intervention, but it is important. Education in mathematics may be particularly important. The 2010 ACT College and Career Readiness report found that only 29% of the tested 2010 graduates are considered college-ready in science and 43% are considered college-ready in mathematics. The heart of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education is better jobs, workforce development and innovation, an improved economy for our nation and better global leadership. But this way of thinking about STEM education leaves out a lot of people who perhaps do not see how they fit into these large concepts and, therefore, why they or their children would benefit from more STEM education. The educational research presented here, however, suggests that STEM education concerns everyone. It is about everyday people, the quality of their numeric and decision competencies and the health, wealth and other outcomes they experience.
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